Alex Lin Yong Qing

Alex Lin Yong Qing is the leading international business and information technology authority, founder and CEO of ChinaValue.net, the world's largest top-ranked online business media, professional social networking service, and business marketplace intelligence service. ChinaValue has an audience of 60 million, extensive national and international partnerships, and an employee researcher contributor base of 500,000 - making it the single largest repository of business know-how in the world. In late 2009, the London School of Economics (LSE) profiled Alex in "Blazing Trails", due to his unique success as an entrepreneur and visionary innovator transforming the world.

* Alex brings an extensive history of accomplishment and successes to his many ventures. Previously in China, over a period of seven years as Intel's senior executive, he built and then managed the world's largest IT sales channel. Moreover, as Deputy General Manager and VP of Marketing, he supported the growth of the "TOP 3" PC maker in China, TsingHua TongFang Computer Ltd.

* Alex was the first MBA (XiaMen University) with Intel (China), and the first global EMBA in China from the prestigious TRIUM program jointly sponsored by the London School of Economics and Political Science, New York University Stern School of Business, and the HEC School of Management Paris (www.triumemba.org, Ranked No.2 amongst Global EMBA programs by the Financial Times).

* Alex is a special advisor to MII (Ministry of Information Industry), which controls the IT industry in China. He also advises CIW, and CCID, the two major official outlets. CCID manages the only official IT research group in China. One of the Alex's key executives in ChinaValue.net is the father of the Internet in China - Hu Yong. Hu contributed as a visiting scholar at Berkeley due to his recognized standing. In March 2010, Hu was invited by the US Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton, to observe onsite how the US Government is using Web2.0 in e-politics—amongst a small elite group of 20 invited worldwide.

* With the essential objective of pursuing the value of China in this globalization era by increasing online credit and trust in the China business environment, Alex Lin is the first person to initiate ground-breaking "Legislation of using Internet Real Names" to The National People's Congress of PRC (www.npc.gov.cn). This is a milestone in China's history with Alex Lin working to lead this vision.

* In late 2009, Alex was a special nominee and CEO delegate to the World Economic Forum (WEF) and then to the prestigious Global Leaders Summit in New York held concurrently with the G20 Summit attended by President Obama and President Hu of China.